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Talk in the Baba Temple  

October 29, 1999 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The talk is in the Baba Temple because it is raining.  
 
 
 
Swami:  Discussioning about… 
 
Anya:  What are the different parts. 
 
Swami: The natural Earth have the huge energy, huge magnetic 
power - it helps to the people.  It helps the people to decharge their 
stress, that without our notice our soul, we can decharge it.  We, in 
Telugu I can talk, but uh… 
 
Marie:  So you want this in a more factual form rather than a poetic 
form? 
 
Swami: It's ok, I like it, it's fine, but talking about what is the 
greatness of the Earth, why you're talking about the Earth, what is 
the greatness of Earth… The Earth is different type of the magnetic 
powers - huge energy is there.  After one day, everything is going in 
earth, whole creation, whole human beings, birds, animals, the trees, 
everything have to change like a sand, a dust, finally is going, finally 
is going, going earth. Different type of how many millions of souls is 
dissolve already in earth? Millions of souls already dissolve in the 
form of the God creation they call Earth. Naturally the earth have 
certain type of huge vibrations is flowing by radiation energy.  When 
we went through this practice, meditation, mantra, automatically our 
soul can hook that, connecting that energy. Like that, making forming 
of talking - introduction. 
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Virginia: Does this all actually dissolve into the earth, the soul itself, 
the bones? 
 
Swami:  The bones, suppose I died, my bones in earth but my soul 
sucking huge energy… That energy, also the natural cosmic energy 
comes to my body, bones, nerves, my hairs - everything comes huge 
energy.  When my bones in earth, that radiation, that earth piece - it 
turns like huge magnet, like a radio station to sending energy… Even 
any student of my student, their hearts is open, this earth energy like 
a magnet radiation, like radio station vibrations - they will receive it. 
They got the healing, it becomes like a huge magnet. That place, my 
bones place, it turns like magnet, that earth place.  Even if you cover 
with the sand and mud - electric shock-like electric vibrations, it 
flows giving positive energy. 
 
Myuri: And to the normal people, does the energy go out in their 
bones? 
 
Swami: The same, small pot of little more of the little huge energy 
process. Why today we are going and touching Baba Samadhi. His 
soul is gone but why you’re going and touching his Samadhi. That 
samadhi huge magnet, that rocks, that sand, that land - huge magnet. 
The earth have that type of capacity, even it can multiply some 
millions of times energy - it turns like a huge magnet.  
 
Virginia:  Transforming the energy. 
 
Swami: Transforming the energy earth have that capacity. You try to 
figure out tonight and I have to go and take strong meditation in 
front of fire and to work with some Japanese guys is leaving today. 
Something strange mood today, Swami have very strange. 
 
Nancy:  Like what? 
 
Swami:  I explained. It's a good level experience to me. (Swami 
humming and calling on his phone to someone.) No need to talk on huge 
on earth and fire and water - briefly I can give my words direct 
introduction, general introduction. Just you write, enter your 
knowledge. It's a big homework then we can put directly information 
in the book. 
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Anya:  Do you want us to write the introduction in perfect English or 
Butler English? 
 
Swami: Butler English, rules and regulations. That's ok, good 
English, but my introduction is Butler English - same as in my words. 
Printing out, no need vocabulary, no need.  Is it ok teacher? 
 
Cindy:  Yes. Excellent. 
 
Swami:  Just put it, write then ten pages, five to ten pages talking 
about Shiva and Shiva creation, the Elements, who is Shiva, then 
making all hooking, female energy, male energy, then satan energy. 
The female and male created, whole creation.  When they started to 
create that people creation, unfortunately satan energy also created. 
That satan energy also came from the divine energy, one pot of the 
divine energy.  They ignore that, the satan energy going huge - that's 
why the satan also have the same commanding on the Elements 
creating big earthquake, floods… 
 
Swami:  Shiva and Shakti, Shiva and Shakti means here, we no need 
to talk about Vishnu and Lakshmi, Brahma, Saraswati - just simply 
we are talking in the nature form - male and female energy. The male 
and female energy is completely the cosmic energy, created two 
forms. When the cosmic energy created, when they're starting to the 
nature, when they're starting to create beautiful plants, beautiful 
nature, unfortunately satan started… not unfortunate, it is natural, 
it's a big like a drama, you know drama? 
 
Virginia:  Lila. 
 
Swami:  Lila. Then the demon energy also came out from the Mother 
Divine.  In Indian tradition we can see Kali, Kali structure.  Complete 
whole Kantikas people in India, they offers Mother Divine another 
form of the negative energy.  She's the highest positive; she is the 
highest negative. Lot of people, they do the tantrics using Mother 
Divine negative face.  Even the God have beautiful face, that same 
God have the negative face. That negative face means, whatever the 
bad use came from that, it means they're immediately receiving that. 
The divine energy is difficult to them to suck it, takes long time. But 
the Divine, but the devil energy, like negative energy – tantric, then 
easily they can suck it.  You understand? 
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Virginia:  What is the mechanism that allows the negative to come?  
 
Swami: Suppose, suppose a doctor doing operation. When he's 
operating a patient, automatically some blood is come out, some 
wastage is cut, then he make the stitching.  The waste is also from the 
person, that waste is also, that is growing huge energy like when the 
God is creating beautiness.  When he's creating beautiness some of 
the stuff, the energy comes out unbalancing and it comes out, it 
create like a demons. The demons growing very fastly to affecting on 
the beautiness.  When the God is creating the divine angels, when he 
started to create the divine angels, at the same time some wastage of 
the energy, it comes out.  Whatever he figure out, the wastage, it 
comes like a demon energy. The Kantikas only... 
 
Virginia: Wastage, meaning energy not being used goes into demon 
energy? 
 
Swami:  Completely misunderstands, you understand Marie? 
 
Marie: I don't know if I have in words, I have, its like when 
something very beautiful is born, something... 
 
Swami:  Listen, Listen, wait, wait, wait... I'm preparing a woman 
form with clay, with mud, I'm using and prepare.  I'm using clay. 
When preparing the eyes, I'm taking some mud out. Whatever the 
throwing the mud, it's coming, it's preparing a form. Automatically 
that form is the demons. Whatever it's preparing, directly it's 
demons. The wastage of the divine energy called demons and it 
wanted to kill without this boundaries.  Outside of the boundaries, 
that energy whatever he is using and throwing, that is coming the 
demons. 
 
Anya:  Outside of the boundaries it's growing very fast? 
 
Swami:  Outside of the boundaries of the divine law. 
 
Nancy:  But Swami, you said God has always been, because God is 
nothingness, that's true? Who created God? When did God get 
created?  When did God come?  So, God has always been? 
 
Anya:  Without beginning - without end. 
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Swami:  Yes. 
 
Nancy:  So, then what was the point of creation? 
 
Swami:  It is the cosmic, huge cosmic, this planet cosmic… 
 
Nancy:  What made that start? 
 
Swami:  I tolded, the nada bindu, when I told about the... 
 
Myuri:  Pinching… 
 
Swami:  Pinching of the point, small point.  Even in a big plant seed, 
if you see, there is only small point is there to create it. Even in 
mother womb, taking… what we call? 
 
Nancy:  Sperm. 
 
Swami:  Sperm, one small - fighting - winning. 
 
Nancy:  Was that seed always there, the first creation? 
 
Swami:  From the nada bindu - just energy. 
 
Nancy:  Why did they come in form, the very first thing that came 
up, the first plant, anything? 
 
Swami: Energy, that is mystery, that is has to find, that is called 
purely whatever you went through it's naturally happened, it's 
happened naturally. 
 
Virginia:  So there's nothing in the creation so naturally it wants to 
enjoy, so there comes a time for a little spark to create. 
 
Swami:  It's naturally happened. 
 
Myuri:  A ripple. 
 
Swami:  Even God, his energy… who is God?  Who is God?  What is 
his greatness?  He's also one small molecular, one of a pot, object in 
the Five Elements. Wherever planet you go, fundamental basic, you 
need Five Elements. The Indian tradition said you need the five 
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elements. Whole Indian tradition, they're using agyams - fire - telling 
their, all their prayers through the fire. The agyam means they 
perform agyams as fire pujas, completely they're telling through fire. 
All the Vedas are praying through fire, “Please make it happen this, 
please make it happen this, please make it happen this.” Suppose if 
they want rain, they performs agyam, they make raining who is all 
the prayers.  
 
Not only in India, many, many, countries in front of the temples they 
puts some smoke pot, some fire pots.  Everybody go, they throw 
some firewood, feeds the fire, receiving that energy. Complete the 
Indian tradition depends on the fire. Why arthi? Why doing arthi? 
Wherever go the biggest temple they go the drink the water, holy 
water drink.  Entire in India, India is number one powerful spiritual 
country in the universe.  They give the water to you, it means it came 
from the God, we are receiving the energy that God energy, we are 
receiving in that charging in the water, charging in the fire and you're 
seeing that arthi and you're touching it. They are coming to you close. 
When you touch to your body - automatically your soul receiving the 
energy from that small fire purified by Fire.  
 
When you do the arthi on the name of the God, that fire is purified 
when they bring the fire to you near, you're touching the fire and 
your taking to your face, you're receiving that fire energy making 
you purified and they are giving holy water to you, they're charging 
with the divine prayers of the God, charging the energy and they're 
giving some water to you to drink. It means it's makes to you 
purified.  It means completely they're giving the five elements - that 
is the Indian tradition. The same tradition we are diverting little bit 
through the fire element.  God is everywhere, his energy is huge, we 
no need to go to temple and drink the water, whatever everyday we 
are drinking the water, we can convert that complete to holy water. 
There is already the heat and temperature is there in our body.  Fire 
is there, we can purify that fire, we can keep our body complete 
forever and ever very happy and joyful, not to sucking huge negative 
forces to be the difficult, to be sad. Taking the same tradition, 
meditation, going deeperly and observing, complete observing, 
observation to Indian way of information, spreading out. 
Understood? 
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Myuri: Does the good energy like the angels, and the bad energy like 
satan energy, they grow the same equal, or one growing bigger than 
the other? 
 
Swami:  Sometimes, nowadays, the negative energy is going very 
high. When the negative energy is going high, negative forces, the 
Earth have unbalance - cracking - breaking - earthquakes - and the 
huge flood comes when the negative energy is huge on this planet. 
When the balance is no good - coming huge. Of course two kings 
fighting each-others, their hands like that, keeping balance. When 
that fall to man, what happens to the positive energy?  Falls down, 
super logic. Whatever the peoples, the God creation, the people's 
energy's going very less, the negative forces comes and it automatic 
comes through negative forces with the different form of using the 
five elements.  Suppose you are receiving diseases, it only comes 
from the air, much times comes from the air, from the water, from 
one person to one person, one person to one person means from the 
earth.  One person to one person, it's not coming from heaven. It's 
only undering the five elements, it's cancer made it's destroying you. 
It means the elements is not perfect. When you keep inside of your 
elements balancing, it keeps you not to attack any type of disease, not 
any type of stress, any type of sadness - it keeps you very balance. 
 
Virginia: It's all about balance? 
 
Swami: That is the secrecy of the pujas they are doing, performing 
agyams.  Nowadays in India they're spending millions of dollars for 
to do agyams. Three hundred, four hundred years back they're doing 
agyams, huge spending, huge money, performing for simple fire 
doing prayers commanding on the fire to help them to their kingdom 
keeping the fire balance whatever the negativity is coming, “Please 
control it, try to keep my kingdom safe.” Who cares the ten priests 
are coming and sitting, watching in front of the fire da, da, da, da, da, 
da, singing perfect mantras, they are doing meditation, chanting, 
throwing some ghee, some wood, that fire get in control because of 
that fire mantra. Even whatever is there, they have some controlling 
one point - understand? Controlling?  
 
Suppose computer you made. There is one control system is there. 
The huge electricity came but there is one controller there, controller 
is there like whatever is there, they have some controlling. Fire 
controlling means making balancing using the prayers. What I come 
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no need to use huge meditations, make learning the millions of 
mantras.  One powerful, perfect, vibration prayer keeping on 
chanting meditation, after certain level, automatic once done, make 
you very balance. This is very deeper level knowledge, not like 
surface. The surface people is very difficult to understand. Who went 
through many different traditions, who experience many different, 
the Indians, Japanese, Germans, a lot of traditions then they can…  
 
Myuri:  But the people can understand about balancing their system? 
 
Swami:  Yes. 
 
Myuri:  I have a question about the negativity.  Why God can't take 
care on the negativity and totally kick it out? 
 
Swami:  He kicked out because of too strange energy - that is lila. 
 
Myuri:  Now he can't change that? 
 
Swami: He can, that's why knowledge is spreading to telling 
everybody to be awake, to make alert. 
 
Nancy:  But why did he, in the first place, let the negative energy get 
so high, in the beginning? 
 
Swami:  Just he ignored it. 
 
Nancy:  He's not doing his job? 
 
Swami: Of course he's a perfect man. Ignored means it's natural, 
opposite, balance our soul. That is big drama, then only can see the 
huge, the real story.  To fighting each others, me fighting with 
Ramakrishna, is it perfect match? 
 
Students: No.  
 
Swami:  Me I'm (making a joke cannot hear).  Ok, let it go ahead. The 
positive energy automatic growing up, negative energy, the lila, the 
cosmic energy, it makes ok, it make a balance - equalism. 
 
Myuri:  There's opposite force - friction. 
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Swami:  There's no story... 
 
Myuri:  No good, no light, no story - it's necessary. 
 
Swami:  Suppose Nancy, Nancy life always from childhood until to 
die very happy.  How to believe what is about her story? Oh she 
went through many problems, oh she's crying every month once, 
three times.  Oh she have very hard time, oh she have very hard time 
with her friends, she went through very hard time with study, finally 
she got it. Some fears facing, some negative forces going through 
some negative energy, finally she reached.  She has to break, there's 
no way she can't escape.   
 
Ok, even she escape from this part of spiritual knowledge, she want 
to kick out, ok she want to kick out business, ok wherever she goes, 
there it is.  If she wants to live on this planet, if she wants to stay 
much time on the planet, she has to break all the negative forces.  
When she can able to break, then she can keep the elements 
completely in her control balancing, purifying herself fire, purifying 
herself water, purifying earth, purifying air - it means even though 
the sadness is there, it never much effect on her. It never much affect 
on them. Even though problems is there, it never come control on her 
person.  It’s there but she can be very happy, no problem, no 
problem. 
 
Nancy: What negativity can come with the Sky, with the ether 
element? 
 
Swami:  It's natural.  When you want to live on this planet you have 
to be through, you have to go - period. Not only Shirdi Baba, not only 
Swami Kaleshwar, not only Satya Sai, not only Rama, not only 
Krishna, any Sai, any man, any holy person, any Jesus, any Guru, any 
Allah, and they have their own boundaries - huge protection circles… 
Their energy so bad but they never care, it never affect on them huge 
like a normal persons.  Creating five elements huge protection circles 
to living on the planet very happy. 
 
Anya: So Swami, that is a difference there, protection circles and then 
there are illusion circles? 
 
Swami:  It's ok, even to me many problems comes.  I feel, “Ok, you 
can stand, no problem, I will face my problems.”  Never going down 
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with unhappy.  If it's happening, it's happening. Suppose I lose my 
finger, I lost it - cut off.  No need to think every day worrying with, 
“Oh, I lost my finger.  I'm crying going hey, I lost my finger!”  I have 
four fingers more - thank God! 
 
Nancy:  So everyday you have to maintain the balance. 
 
Swami:  Of course no need everyday. When you have one, two, three 
times to making strong, then you have. Suppose if you swim two, 
three, four times swimming, fifth time even you fall in the water 
easily you can swim it. You can come through that. When you jump 
in the water you sad, sad, oh depression… were is sleeping pill, 
where is knife, where is electricity plug, where's my finger… 
 
Anya:  What a horrible way to go. 
 
Swami:  Where is alcohol bottle to drink?  “Oh God I can't  - no.”  No 
way, you can't escape it. How long you going to drink ten years, 
twenty years, five years, one year?  Ok, even though you are ok after 
ten years, three years?  That sadness went out then again you became 
a normal person.  It take three years time.  It means, your life is very 
border life, next thing after three years means you lost it.  If you 
using huge positive energy, sucking, purifying that - period, enjoying 
that two and one half, three years, live happy - that is the heaven. 
Going sadness every year, every month, it's simple sadness, it's crazy, 
one hundred percent crazy. Creating your own hell. There is no need 
hell, create that.  Our hell is with us unbalancing positions - 
unbalancing sadness is there.  
 
Who knows when you going to die, what happen the planet next 
day, next minute.  Our planet is very beautiful, next hour what 
happens? This hour you have to be very happy - enjoy. There is one 
banana is with you, there is no guarantee you are eating that banana 
completely, this is true, “Why is Swami talking too much crazy?”  
Don't think like that. In our Indian tradition it says, “Don't be in 
confusion, try and be in wait for that, in the moment, in the right 
time. You have to think of future, that's your duty but you can't take 
hundred percent deciding, hundred percent decision on the future. 
Ok, Nancy's coming and she's giving food to me, I no need to eat 
now.  Of course she have two banana, I have two bananas, Nancy 
call, “Ok Swami, I'm coming and bringing delicious food to you.  I'm 
so starving hungry, there is two bananas, just I'm opening banana 
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and throwing the monkeys.  No problem, I'm going to eat good food. 
Then, unfortunately she get accident and died in the middle of the 
street. Then hey, you can't go out - no food.  Then you will be sad, 
understood?  Whatever right now, you have, enjoy it. 
 
Anya:  Swami why do you come on this Earth? 
 
Swami:  Come on don't change the subject. 
 
Anya:  No, I'm not trying… just really why do you come? 
 
Swami: To bring the truth. They need truth, peaceful God energy.  
God creation is very peaceful, simple law. It's not a big deal - plane 
sheet.  When you went through with the jig-jaw there, it's a really big 
job, very hard to understand it. You have to understand with your 
pure love, your pure love heart complete happy. When you started to 
thinking is so crazy difficult, whole way, your entire lost way whole 
energy lost - that is in your way of thinking. 
 
Virginia:  In fact, it is your fault that your energy is lost; you create 
that yourself? 
 
Swami:  Completely. You have to make easy, otherwise no way, you 
can't expect. 
 
Virginia:  Because you're thinking it's very difficult. 
 
Swami:  Ok, what is next paragraph? 
 
Myuri:  That's it. 
 
Swami:  That's it? 
 
Myuri:  That's all you got to yesterday. 
 
Swami:  All the Earth everything is done? 
 
Anya: We got through all the rules and regulations. We don't have 
the... 
 
Swami:  That's ok.  Take the Earth, complete try to read the mantra.  I 
have to listen... 
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Anya: We can actually read you the healing parts. 
 
Myuri:  We have the healing parts there. 
 
Swami:  Please, I'm here girls, in your hands, use me. 
 
Virginia:  We have a beautiful introduction. 
 
Swami: What is that?  First we'll do the story on the Earth then we'll 
go.  There is many hours we're going to discussion on that. 
 
Myuri:  How to do the healing with the First Earth Mantra… Two 
ways, first way: Sit in front of the person and recite the mantra one 
time, then blow once in the face of the person. Repeat one mantra and 
one blow one hundred and eight times, then take two hairs of the 
person and put in a bottle, close and throw in any lake or ocean - that 
negative soul disappears in the water. 
 
Swami:  Once more read it. 
 
Myuri: (Repeats what she read before) That's one way. 
 
Swami: Um-hum. 
 
Myuri:  Do you want the second way? 
 
Swami:  Please. 
 
Myuri:  Second option is to put the thumb facing down on the 
persons third-eye while reciting the mantra for one hundred and 
eight times, then decharge outside with the thumb on the earth for 
another one hundred and eight times. 
 
Swami:  Then… 
 
Myuri: Charging and decharging. It's important to charge yourself 
with the mantra before giving a healing and to decharge following 
the healing. To charge, put your thumb on the earth or hold a flower 
tightly in your hand while reciting the First Earth mantra for fifteen 
to twenty minutes or one hundred and eight times before doing the 
healing.  
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To decharge, put your thumb back on the earth again for fifteen to 
twenty minutes or one hundred and eight times following the 
healing. Do equal time of charging and decharging.  It's important to 
remember to decharge following each healing. 
 
Swami:  Good, you can't change that, is it ok? 
 
Myuri:  We can change. 
 
Swami:  Is it ok? 
 
Nancy: I just have a question on the first method with the healing 
with the blowing?  Is that best to use only if someone has a negative 
soul or any kind of... 
 
Swami:  Any kind of, and ah, try to put little note, also when you're 
starting with beginning the healing, taking some rosewater before 
you're going to that patient.  Also has to take some rosewater to their 
hands, with the allergic they no need to touch the rosewater.  If they 
are not allergic, taking the rosewater to their hands to rubbing their 
face, whole until cover the neck and everything to just purify.  It 
jumps up, not healer, first themselves offering their body to the 
healer to receiving the radiation, take the energy each person all the 
elements, it's natural.  Have to put that, take some rosewater. 
 
Virginia:  So this is offering yourself to the healer for healing? 
 
Swami:  So, “Ok, I'm ready now.” 
 
Virginia:  We don't have to have them say that, just give to them. 
 
Swami: You have to, to give some rosewater to their hands, then go 
like this. 
 
Virginia: They don't have to say anything to you, it's symbolic. 
 
Swami:  Symbolic.  Suppose you going to temple giving some 
flowers, you're going to church, what you doing there? Something 
you're doing.  When you started to give healing it means to purify. 
Please it's natural, it's good, just change, If they are allergic to 
rosewater at least taking some plain water to washing it - it's ok. 
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Virginia: In church you kneel and pray before the service begins, it’s 
kind of like homage. 
 
Nancy:  And in the Catholic Church you take holy water. 
 
Swami:  Holy water, put that. 
 
Myuri:  There's also one more note here about the Earth Element. 
 
Swami:  Please, you have to read every sentence. 
 
Myuri: Right, but this didn't come to till the second Earth. Now I'm 
putting it back to the First because I think it should happen there. 
 
Swami:  Come Second. 
 
Myuri: Two healers can come... 
 
Swami:  No, from beginning Second with mantra, with mantra you 
have to come. 
 
Myuri:  Ok, we did that yesterday.  You want to do again today? 
 
Swami:  Ok, just read mantra, you didn't read mantra. 
 
Myuri:  Om sra nam bhum, Bhuteswari mama kuru swaha 
 
Directions: Recite one hundred eight times for forty-one days.  Also 
do same time each day, and put the thumb on the earth in a pot of 
dirt, or on the floor while reciting.  Note: If more than one person in 
one household is reciting this mantra - you must put a flower or a 
stick or a leaf in front of each person to keep from demagnetizing the 
energy. Symptoms: When charged with this energy, body may 
become weightless and/or warm. Uses are the same as for the First 
Earth mantra, only that is like a second arrow. If the First Earth 
mantra is not working, then you can try this one. 
 
Swami:  Ok good. 
 
Myuri:  How to do the healing:  Sensitively used, the feeling of the 
First Earth mantra if not much success, then use the Second Earth 
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mantra but put the thumb in the opposite direction on the person's 
third-eye and recite for one hundred and eight times. Again, don't 
forget to decharge after healing by placing your thumb on the earth 
and again reciting the mantra one hundred and eight times. If you 
mistake and put the thumb same direction on the persons third-eye 
as the First Earth mantra, then you will have to recharge yourself by 
doing the whole Earth mantra again for forty-one days. 
 
Swami:  Ok, don't use that!  Right away erase that! 
 
Myuri:  Note: Two healers cannot do healing using these Earth 
mantras at same time, in the same house or it will cancel the effects. 
Cannot breath the same air as anyone doing this mantra.  Need to 
heal person giving the mantra to… take promise from the person 
they won't give out to others. 
 
Swami:  Can you read that once more please, that last part? 
 
Myuri:  Two healers cannot do the healing using these Earth mantras 
at the same time, in the same house, or it will cancel the effects, will 
cross the effects.  Cannot breath the same air as anyone else doing 
this mantra.  You need to heal person giving the mantra - to take 
promise from that person, that they won't give it out to others.  You 
asked us to get a statement from the person. 
 
(Interruption) 
 
Swami:  This is the best place to talk.  Ok, tell to them even though 
two persons they are chanting in one house, some person they are 
holding the flower, they can chant it.  After they finished the prayers 
they can put the flower until to dry, somewhere out and they can 
throw it in the bush. 
 
Myuri:  That's for charging, this is for healing. 
 
Swami:  Can you read once more? 
 
Myuri: Two healers cannot do the healing using these Earth mantras 
at the same time, in the same house.  They cannot breath the same air 
as anyone else doing this mantra. 
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Swami: Two healers can do the channel the same mantra.  Try to 
make the prayers to their hands.  In any emergency they have to do 
that.  Suppose five persons came with five patients, you have to go 
very emergency.  In worst case emergency, give them some thread 
and started to healing, then after take the thread, throw somewhere 
in the bush. 
 
Virginia: Do we charge this thread? 
 
Swami:  Any thread, you observe in Indian tradition the priests, they 
makes the thread because of, my notice, even though they chanted 
some mantras, I also made the chantings.  Suppose the priest they 
chanted mantras, me sometimes immediately I also chant this - it 
affects.  If I have to chant it means, I have to follow some rules and 
regulations Vedic tradition, to sit to make sure water is on my hands. 
You saw two, three times take washing, touching flowers, taking 
some kum-kum putting the fire pit, “Ok I'm ready.“ I'm offering 
some kum-kum to your fire pit, that place, now I started.  Me, I didn't 
do anything, just I'm doing, that is one meaning, another meaning, 
protection. If they are doing prayers on me, when they are build 
upping positive energy, some negative forces is also attacking 
without their notice.  It also comes, if it is there, it also huge 
protection.  Indian tradition seems so crazy to you Nancy? 
 
Myuri: So we're saying that even in a case where someone is a very 
famous healer, twenty people come to that house, she has her friend 
come over to help her, then they just put these on and then they're 
fine. 
 
Swami:  Fine. 
 
Virginia:  On the right hand or either hand? 
 
Swami:  Any hand, it must be her hand. 
 
Myuri: And when charging more than one person in the house, they 
just put the sticks or the flower or the leaf, then afterwards they take 
out dry and throw away. 
 
Nancy:  He said you could hold a flower, you don't have to put it in 
front of you. 
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Myuri:  Oh ok. 
 
Swami:  You done? 
 
Myuri:  Ok, the Third Earth, Lakshmi, you want to do it? 
 
Swami:  Mmmm astrology, go ahead - huge Lakshmi. 
 
Virginia:  I thought there was one last sentence you said. 
 
Myuri: That was just about charging.  Oh no, the last sentence, oh 
yes. That you said they should take a promise from the person that 
they wouldn't give out the mantra to anyone else. 
 
Swami:  That's fine, I will talk later in the introduction.  Ok. 
 
Myuri:  Om aim kleem sreem, om Maha Lakshmi yena namaha.  
 
Recite one hundred and eight times for twenty-one days.  Must do at 
dusk before the lights come on. On the twenty-first day, draw nine 
circles, which I describe below, while reciting the mantra. Note: This 
mantra totally belongs to Lakshmi, Goddess of wealth and 
prosperity. Lakshmi is the light and doing at the dusk you are 
inviting the light into your house.  Uses: Are for anyone suffering 
from money problems or mental suffering from not being able to 
hold onto the money, it comes and it quickly goes away. 
 
Swami:  It's good - perfect. 
 
Myuri:  Then how to do the healing using the nine circles? 
 
Swami:  That's it. Finish one Earth is done. No more discussion on 
Earth – swaha.  Then today you can finish the Fire and Water, Air.  
Try to listen this one and half hour talk now, my one and half hour 
talk is huge information.  Just you make a printout whatever I talked. 
Just make a printout they'll use it. Whatever I talked natural 
information printout then you have to make them to read just some 
points, important points pulled out, put it like introduction. Try to 
bring that introduction on why I talked about much… That 
introduction also there, why the elements, the balancing, all positive 
there is no negative, then there is no story… They create they're 
making the dolls, some wastage comes, the same place, the same 
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energy, the same person comes, is forming different form of the 
energy, that also effects on the divine energies.  Print it, pull out the 
real… make it like two separate, it will be useful to the introduction. 
Ok? I need to jump out.  Couple hours later we'll do the Fire and 
Water.  I'm so glad, guys, everybody supporting huge to Swami. 
 
 

End of Session 
 
 
 
 
 
 


